
the business
of perfection

all pcba’s are not created equal

early involvement is a 
smart solution

producer and designer 
reinforce each other

customised supply chain 
management

tbp provides the best 
total cost of ownership
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Electronics Manufacturing Services (EMS)



extensive package of services
tbp electronics provides services in the field of elec-
tronics, from design and supply chain management to 
assembly and distribution of your end product. Whether 
it’s the design and/or production of electronic circuitry,  
a re-design, the manufacture of prototypes, small series 
of complex “high runners”, your product is given all 
the attention it requires. You can also come to us for 
the processing of pcba’s, for example in switchboxes 
and other types of casings, through to a complete end 
product.

smart EMS
In essence, tbp is an electronics assembly operation.
Just like other market players, our activities consist of 
the installing and soldering of components on a printed 
circuit board. But at tbp we do not limit ourselves to 
that. Naturally there are a great many issues surrounding 
these which customers have to deal with which are at 
least as important. These might be early involvement, 
supply chain management, test facilities and life cycle 
management. Competencies whereby tbp distinguishes 
itself and is unique. Things which on balance lead to a 
better product at the most favourable TCO (Total Cost  
of Ownership).

added value
Customers attach great importance to the punctual 
delivery of the products ordered at the agreed times.
They expect extra assurances and a reliable product, also 
in the long term. The applied technology is evaluated 

and sometime requires adaptation. Naturally customers 
also expect competitive prices. Attention is paid to all 
of these competencies at tbp. In jargon people refer to 
performance indicators which can be found in the value 
sourcing industry standard QLTC: Quality, Logistics, 
Technology, (total) Cost. Insight can be gained into 
these by smart partnerships with suppliers.

no-nonsense approach
For some 40 years now tbp has been working for  
customers in many sectors: telecommunications,  
defence, ICT, media and entertainment, petrochemicals, 
the medical and offshore industries, construction and 
semiconductors. Our organisation invests in the most 
modern technologies which you can see translated into 
an array of ultra-modern machinery operated by highly 
qualified personnel. Our slogan for this is “all pcba’s are 
not created equal”.

come and visit our production facility
You are welcome to visit our company to discuss your 
project with our specialists and experience our efficiency 
and expertise. We will give you a guided tour of our  
production areas so you can see for yourself what we 
mean by craftsmanship and value sourcing.

Do you choose to outsource everything 
to do with electronics so that you can  
focus on your core business? Do you want 
to save time, capital and risk? Do you want 
to benefit from “buying power”? 

Welcome to tbp electronics. Top player in 
the world of EMS (Electronics Manufactu-
ring Services). With our expertise we are 
pleased to be of service to you!

introduction

for more information: 
www.tbp.eu



producer and designer reinforce each other

all pcba’s are not created equal!

early involvement



Anyone who uses electronics and outsources their  
manufacture is familiar with the roles of designer and 
manufacturer. The designer provides all of the (digital) 
information to an EMS company which then assembles 
the required product. Two worlds, two disciplines.  
Does this yield the optimum result? Probably not. tbp 
electronics refers to the missing element as early  
involvement. A good partnership between the designer 
and the EMS company is smart. A reliable end product is a 
given if the design complies with the rules labelled as DfM 
(Design for Manufacturing), DfL (Design for Logistics) and 
DfT (Design for Test), jointly referred to as DfX, Design for 
eXcellence. Our DfX-engineers provide advice in all these 
areas with the aim of reducing slip through to an absolute 
minimum. To achieve this they sit down with the designer 
from the very start of a new project to assist and advise.

not just a slogan
It is tbp’s strong conviction that a good product can only 
come about if the designer and manufacturer work  
closely together to determine the correct test strategy.
Practical experience shows that slip through decreases 
considerably as a result. Early involvement is not just a 
slogan, but a condition for creating a successful product.
In other words, all pcba’s are not created equal!

“tbp’s early involvement proved  

to be a smart solution” 

early involvement

for more information: 
www.tbp.eu



the numbers tell the tale, perfection the result

testing during all production phases  
provides security

test engineering



from design to product
Testing also determines the quality of the end product.
Thorough testing of assembled printed circuit boards 
during all the production steps will achieve the desired 
results: a product which fulfils the customer’s require-
ments at a competitive price. Testing begins at the 
design stage of electronics and the arrival of all com-
ponents. Testing forms a common theme throughout the 
entire production process, right through to despatch.

testing as a mainstay
It is becoming common practice to consider the various 
test phases in the production process during the design 
phase of an electronic circuit.Specialists call this DfT, 
Design for Functional Test. The idea is that if irregulari-
ties are discovered at an early stage of the production 
process, corrective measures can be taken more easily.
This is called structural testing. Of course, testing can 
always take place at the end of the production line.
The Generic Test Platform (GTP) developed by tbp as a 
functional test tool for this purpose, is the ultimate tool.

during the process
A check follows almost every step during production.
Electrical or optical, everything is assured. A fully  
automatic optical test takes place in various locations 
along the production line. Even in three dimensions!
The flying probe and in-circuit-tester provide additional 
electrical metering.

One test which has become popular is the (extended) 
boundary scan test (JTAG). This is currently available 
for both digital and analogue measurements!In fact, 
every electronics developer should make use of this 
technology. Bespoke software provides a result which 
is sufficiently reliable that it renders functional testing 
almost redundant.

Testing is essential in guaranteeing the reliability of the end 

product. Structural testing is therefore the watchword.

test engineering

for more information: 
www.tbp.eu



quality

best quality is standard

all processes under
control

quality is in our DNA



The concept of quality is difficult to define. Everyone  
has their own individual ideas about the meaning of  
quality. tbp adopts the philosophy that quality is good  
if the product fulfils the customer’s expectations.

all under control
To tbp, control means that the company has at its 
disposal qualified personnel and an array of smart 
machinery. In addition to basic machines, this consists 
of an arsenal of extra measuring tools. Thus, 3D AOI’s 
(Automatic Optical Inspection) are in use in various 
locations along the production line. These detect - in 
three dimensions - whether all components are correctly 
placed and whether the solder joints or connections to 
be made comply with the requirements. Discrepancies 
are detected immediately so that they can be reacted to 
adequately.

MES
An all-encompassing system of checks for all processes 
is constantly vigilant. This so-called MES (Manufacturing 
Execution System) not only monitors processes which 
take place during manufacture, but also provides  
instructions for the operators. This reduces the human 
error factor to an absolute minimum. The experiences 
gained in the form of statistical data are used to  
continually perfect all processes. This is referred to 

technically as Statistical Process Control. SPC delivers a 
valuable contribution to MES.

traceable
But MES does more than just report errors. That is to  
say, all actions during the manufacturing process are  
recorded. This means that the entire history from the 
intake of all materials through to despatch can be  
consulted. Customers can “watch” the status of an  
order via the tbp-app on their smartphones.

certification
Needless to say tbp is in possession of numerous 
certificates which demonstrate that the best quality 
is standard. At tbp electronics, quality is paramount. 
It is with good reason that we refer to the business of 
perfection!

“product quality guarantee”

quality
The best quality is standard in all 

of the products we manufacture 

for you. To perfect your product 

even further, tbp makes use of  

value sourcing. This is an all-

encompassing strategy in which 

communication between the cus-

tomer, manufacturer and supplier 

leads to reliable assurances, even 

in the future.

for more information: 
www.tbp.eu



reliability

customised supply chain management

clear delivery times in advance

keep track through real-time order tracking



Customer satisfaction succeeds or fails with the  
reliability of the supplier. This also applies to tbp. An 
agreement is an agreement is a golden rule which runs 
throughout the entire organisation. A key part of this is 
that tbp allows its customers to “watch” the status of  
all current products via real-time order tracking. Not 
only in Dutch, but also in German and English. Open 
communication above all.

standard components
Reliability is also achieved by using materials with  
which you have built up sufficient experience. This 
means that tbp asks designers to work with components 
from the standard range. This not only prevents  
problems with the manufacturability of the product,  
but also avoids supply problems. With its regular  
suppliers, in most cases so-called preferred suppliers, 
tbp has also made beneficial arrangements on delivery 
terms and an attractive price due to its buying power. 
DfL, Design for Logistics, forms a key concept.

during production
All of our production processes are monitored and 
controlled via an MES (Manufacturing Execution 
System). This reduces the consequences of all  
possible discrepancies. The experiences gained from 
discrepancies are used to prevent future incidents.
The risk that a product cannot be delivered on time 
is kept to an absolute minimum due to the measures 
taken as a result of this.

“right first time”

Customer satisfaction comes first for us.

First of all we ensure that you receive your 

products according to agreement.  

We also provide added value: offering that 

little bit extra.

reliability

for more information: 
www.tbp.eu



facts & figures

crystal clear



 qualifications
ISO 9001:2008

AQAP 2120:2009
JTAG AAP

market segments
medical, defence, aviation and aerospace, semiconductor, industrial, petro
chemical, construction, image recognition, broadcasting, communications, 
shipping and offshore, agriculture and laboratory technology

for more information:
www.tbp.eu

strategy
Smart working on products which 
meet demand due to early involve
ment and value sourcing.

preparation phase
early involvement

DfX (Design for eXcellence)

Design for Manufacturing (DfM)
dedicated analysis tools

Design for Test (DfT)
dedicated analysis tools

Design for Logistics (DfL)
preferred component list

test engineering
achievement of test strategy

procurement (full service)
components
pcb’s
mechanical parts
rolling forecasting
obsolete reports

mission
The assembly of industrial elec
tronics including test facilities and 
supply chain services.

production
lead free
leaded (dispensation required)
cleanroom (if required)

SMT assembly
SMD assembly
conventional assembly
01005 to BGA 56x56mm/pitch 0.3

soldering
wave soldering
selective soldering
manual soldering
hot air & vapour phase

integration/box building
cabinet construction

purpose
The supply of premium products 
which distinguish themselves  
positively.

post production
test
3D AOI
incircuit test
flying probe
(extended) boundary scan
Generic Test Platform (GTP)
xray inspection
functional test
system/integration test
burnin facilities

conformal coating
selective inline coating
cleaning equipment

distribution
warehouse/expediting
worldwide transport

repairs

facts & figures
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Dirksland
the Netherlands

Eersel
the Netherlands

 

postal address

tbp electronics
po box 8
3247 ZG  Dirksland
the Netherlands
T +31 187 602744
F +31 187 603497
E info@tbp.nl
I www.tbp.eu

visiting addresses

tbp electronics
Vlakbodem 10
3247 CP  Dirksland
the Netherlands

tbp test engineering
Sigarenmaker 9
5521 DJ  Eersel
the Netherlands


